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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Warm up by asking students to name places around the world they would like to visit. 

List the names of the countries mentioned on the board.  

 

Start a second list: Challenge students to identify the nationality of the people born in those 

countries: Someone from China is Chinese. How about Australia? Try to use adjective forms 

only. (Some nationalities will call for a noun: New Zealand – New Zealander.)  

 

Can students identify some common endings of nationalities in English?  

 

STEP 2 – Have students complete Task A small groups. Dictionaries may be used. 

 

STEP 3 – Have students complete Task B in pairs. Read the text aloud as a class to check the 

answers.  Have students add these nationalities to the chart in Task A. 

STEP 4 – Task C is optional.  
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Task A. Can you complete the lists with the correct forms? 

-an -ian -sh -ch 

Croatia           Croatian 
India        
Nigeria 
             
 
Mexico 
Morocco 
 
 
Chile 
Korea 

Hungary      Hungarian 
Italy                   
 
 
Belgium       
Brazil 
Egypt 
Norway 
Peru 
        

Finland              Finnish 
Ireland 
Poland 
Scotland          
Spain 
Turkey 
Wales 
 

Netherlands       Dutch    
France      
 

-ese Other endings -i (noun) -er (noun) 

Japan             Japanese 
Lebanon 
Sudan 
Taiwan 
 
 
China 
Portugal 

Iceland           Icelandic 
Philippines        
Switzerland      
Thailand 
       
 

Iraq                   an Iraqi 
Israel 
Pakistan 
 

Greenland 
              a Greenlander 
 
New Zealand 
 

 

Task B. Complete the paragraph with the adjective forms of the nationalities. 

 

Celebrity Match-ups 
 Quite a number of Hollywood actors have found love on and around the screen. Tom 

Cruise married __________ (Australia) actress Nicole Kidman after they met on the set of his 

car racing film, Days of Thunder.  Years later, he got married for the second time to __________ 

(U.S.A.) actress Katie Holmes. Sadly, both marriages ended in divorce. 

Some celebrity marriages do last for years, and one example is U.S.-born actress Barbara 

Bach and __________ (England) actor and musician Ringo Starr. They met on the set of 

Caveman in 1980.  Another marriage that led to lasting love was that of London-born actress 

Natasha Richardson and Liam Neeson of Northern Ireland (so you might call him __________). 

They met on a Broadway stage in 1993 and got married after starring together in the film Nell 

one year later.  
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Sometimes real life events end up in a movie script. This was partly the case of 

__________ (Canada) actress Nia Vardalos and fellow actor Ian Gomez. Gomez, a New Yorker, 

is of __________ (Puerto Rico)  and __________ (Russia) Jewish descent, but he converted to 

__________ (Greece) Orthodox prior to marrying Vardalos, who became famous for her hit film 

My Big Fat Greek Wedding. 

 

Task C. Discussion. Do you know any other celebrity marriages between people of different 

nationalities? 


